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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

No. SCC 9622509

BETWEEN:

THE QUEEN
Plaintiff AND:
W B
Defendant


CORAM:	KEARNEY J

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

(Delivered Monday 17 August 1998)

The application
Last Friday, Mr Tippett applied to make his closing address to the jury after Mr Adams had summed up the case for the prosecution. In other words,  he sought to have the last word; to do so is commonly regarded as of great  value – see R v Walsh (1902) St. R. Qd 6  at 7  per Griffith CJ.  This application in relation to the order of speeches was opposed. The topic of the order of addresses is specifically regulated by s363 and Schedule 4 of the Code.

	The applicant’s submissions

Mr Tippett submitted that Schedule 4 contemplated that only one case was being brought against the accused; it did not contemplate a trial such as
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the present, in which the accused was facing in effect not 1 but 5  trials,  because of the joinder of counts in a single proceeding.  Further, it was a  trial in which the defence had not called witnesses to the facts (other than the
accused) in more than 1 of those ‘trials’. In effect, his submission was that in this case the order of addresses set out in Item IV of Schedule 4, should not apply.

Mr Tippett noted that the defence had called 4 witnesses in the trial, other than the accused. He submitted that the evidence of Messrs T  and C  went only to the case involving S D. The evidence of M B went largely to the case
alleged by S D; in other respects, M B was not a witness ‘to the facts’, a prerequisite to the application of Item IV in Schedule 4. The evidence of
Dr M went only to establish medical reasons for the defence not calling I B as a witness; Dr M accordingly was not a witness ‘to the facts’.

Mr Tippett submitted that the defence had a right of reply, or  an entitlement to reply, crucially important in a  case such as  this, an  entitlement of which it should not be deprived, except in specific circumstances. He characterized the entitlement of the defence to address last, as important to the concept of fair trial by jury. Accordingly, Schedule 4 should be construed merely as a guide to the order of addresses. Neither s363 nor Schedule 4 provided for a mandatory order of addresses, in the circumstances specified in Items I-IV of  Schedule 4;  rather they expressed a broad principle, and the Court had a discretion which, in the circumstances of this case, in the interests of a fair trial, it should exercise by allowing the defence to address the jury


last. One relevant consideration, pointing to the exercise of that discretion in favour of the defence, was the “significant difficulties” which the defence had faced in grappling with a prosecution case involving the 5 complainants; this was because of the period of time within which the offences charged had allegedly occurred (between 1 November 1965 and 22 September 1998), the time which had since elapsed in relation to many of those alleged offences, and the fact that 29 charges were being heard together.

	The respondent’s submissions

Mr Adams noted that 14 of the 29 charges related to S D, and ‘witnesses to the facts’ in terms of Item IV in Schedule 4 had admittedly been called in relation to her allegations; for that reason alone, any discretion as to the last address to the jury should not be exercised in favour of the defence.

However, his primary submission was that the situation fell squarely within Item IV of Schedule 4, and the Court had no discretion but to apply the order set out in Item IV, which, in the circumstances there set out, was
“completely inflexible” as to the order of addresses. Code s363 provided, via Schedule 4, both for when counsel were entitled to address the jury, and for
the order of their speeches. Here, the defence had called ‘witnesses to the facts’, in terms of Item IV.

So, in Mr Adams’ submission, the calling by the defence of Mr C alone amounted to creating the circumstances set out at par(5) of Item IV. He submitted that the evidence by M B of her searches may have been relevant to
the offences alleged not only by S D, but also by J  S  and L  K.  He submitted that Dr M’s evidence of the medical condition of I B was also that of a witness ‘to the facts’, in terms of par(5) of Item IV, on the basis that I B was allegedly present when some of the offences alleged by L  K  and  J  S  were committed, and she was also a relevant witness in relation to an alleged concoction by
S D.


I note that Mr Tippett disputed that M B’s evidence was material to J S’s allegations or to L K’s allegations. Further, he disputed that Dr M was a
witness ‘to the facts’, as contemplated by Item IV in Schedule 4, rather than merely as a witness who explained the non-calling by the defence of a material witness I  B, the thrust of  her evidence being to avoid the possible application of the rule in Jones v  Dunkel (1959) 101 CLR 298 against the defence; see Payne v Parker [1976] 1 NSWLR 191 at 202.

Mr Adams submitted that the evidence of the witnesses called by the defence related to the ‘vast bulk’ of the Crown case, and so any discretion
should be exercised by applying the order of speeches set out in Item IV of Schedule 4.

Conclusion
I do not consider that Dr M is properly categorized as a witness ‘for the
accused’ in terms of par(5) in Item IV of Schedule 4; I consider that provision contemplates a witness who gives evidence of facts relating to the offence or offences charged, and Dr M did not do so.
The origin and development of the rules of practice and procedure at common law, governing the occasions when counsel may address a jury in a criminal trial, are outlined in Bryant and Oxley (1978) 7 Cr. App. R. 157 at
161. It appears that in England counsel for the prosecution was first given the right to a closing address by s2 of the Criminal Law Procedure Act 1865
(Denman’s Act). It is clear that in England, since the Criminal Procedure (Right of Reply) Act 1964 counsel for the accused always has the right to the last address to the jury.

Clearly, the position in England as regards the order of addresses to the jury differs to that in the Territory, under the Code. The order of addresses here is, in my opinion, comprehensively regulated by Code 363 and Schedule
4. They lay down “the rule”, as Griffith CJ put it in R v Walsh (supra) at 8, noting the circumstances there set out in which “counsel for the Crown is
entitled to reply”. No doubt where a situation arises as to which Schedule 4 is silent, the trial judge will have a discretion in the matter; see Buck (1982) 8 A Crim R 208 at 218, per Wickham J, and cf. Burt CJ at 215. However, I do not consider that that is the position here. I consider that Item IV of Schedule 4 applies to a trial which involves multiple counts in the indictment, there being several complainants and a single accused defended by counsel who calls witnesses to the facts of some of the allegations. On that view, I uphold
Mr Adams’ submission that the Court has no discretion as to the order of addresses and, in accordance with Item IV, the Crown Prosecutor has the right of final address to the jury. I note that that appeared to be the view of
Griffith CJ in R v Walsh (supra) at 7, in relation to the corresponding
provisions in the Criminal Code of Queensland. See also the approach taken by D.M. Campbell J on a somewhat similar problem arising from the
corresponding s619 of the Queensland Code, in R v Brown (1984) 2 Qd R 274. See also O’Brien v The Queen [1963] WAR 70 at 74-5 per Wolff CJ and 76 per Negus J, dealing with a problem arising from the corresponding s632 of the Criminal Code 1913 (WA).

I am however conscious of the general point made in Shaw v The Queen (1952) 85 CLR 365, that the rules as to the sequence of proceedings at a criminal trial may in exceptional circumstances be modified in the interests of justice. If this applies to the construction of Code s363 and Schedule 4 then in exceptional circumstances the trial judge may exercise a discretion to vary the order of addresses, as appears to be the position at common law – see R v Lee [1950] VLR 413. If there is a discretion vested in the Court in the present circumstances, I am not persuaded that to secure a  fair trial the circumstances are such that it should be exercised in favour of the defence, so as to permit   Mr Tippett to have the last word with the jury.

Mr Tippett’s application of 14 August is refused.


_____________________

